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Liberty
Accessories



Quick release harness kit

Very comfortable solution of the straps 
with the possibility of a fast and easy 
taking-off of the harness. It is a big 
advantage when taking off the harness 
while on rippling surface. Advised 
positioning of the buckle is on the right 
shoulder strap. (#8105)

Dryer for the counterlung

A trifle, but very practical. 
Counterlungs are tied together and 
hung over the dryer pole, cord or 
anything available and are let to dry.  
(#1590)

Handle

Make the carrying of the apparatus and 
its pulling out of water much easier. 
The red color attracts attention of the 
untutored on-board staff, who could 
otherwise damage the apparatus 
through its wrong seizing. (#7071)



Argon strap

Strap for attaching the argon tank to the base 
of the apparatus. (#7073)

Argon loop

Strap for attaching the argon tank to the 
backplate. (#1589)

O-ring pouch

Practical pouch for extra O-rings for CCR 
Liberty. It is attached preferably to a Velcro, 
which is on the bottom of the counterlung. It 
is sold including several O-rings, those, whose 
loss you discover when already standing 
waist-deep in water. (#8116)

Set of Liberty plugs

Plugs for all open valves and hoses against 
the entering of water and dirt. Important 
protection for your apparatus. (#8106)

Plug with a Remove before dive 
ribbon

Plug preventing water and dirt from entering 
the oxygen hose, which is prone to being 
damage in such a case. The ribbon warns 
of the presence of the plug, can lead to 
forgetting to attach the oxygen to the 
solenoids, thus leading to serious damage to 
both the apparatus and the diver.  (#7070)



Remove before dive ribbon

Placed on the end cap of the oxygen hose 
as a warning against forgetting to connect 
oxygen. (#1537)

Protection covers on the 
corrugated hoses

Increase the mechanical durability of the 
corrugated hoses. (#3202)

Protection covers for the 
handset cables

In the confusion and lack of space on board 
a swinging boat, it may happen that the 
handset cable gets stuck under the base 
when putting down the apparatus, thus 
damaging the cable’s isolation. Additional 
mechanical protection is therefore suitable. 
(#3202)

Neoprene pouch

You can use it for protection of your Liberty 
handset or Freedom computer. 
(#3203 – red, #3204 black)

Silicon protective sleeve

Serves for the protection of your CCR 
Liberty handset against a mechanical 
damage. (#3201)
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